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The development of increasingly more electric systems and ultra high bypass ratio turbofan
engines for civil transport aircraft is projected to bring forth critical challenges regarding ther-
mal management. To address these, it is required that the thermal behavior of the complete
propulsion-airframe unit is studied in an integrated manner. To this purpose, a simulation
framework for performing integrated thermal and performance analyses of the engines, air-
frame, and airframe systems, is presented. The framework was specifically devised to test novel
integrated thermal management solutions for future civil aircraft. In this paper, the discussion
focuses mainly on the thermal modeling of the wing and fuel. A highly flexible approach
for creating wing thermal models by means of assembling generic thermal compartments is
introduced. To demonstrate some of the capabilities, a case study is provided that involves
thermal analysis of a single-aisle airplane with ultra high bypass ratio engines. Results are
provided for fuel temperatures across flights in standard, hot, and cold days and for different
airframe materials. Engine heat sink temperatures and input power to the engine gearboxes,
both important parameters needed to design thermal management systems, are also presented.
I. Nomenclature
A = Area [m2] k = Thermal conductivity [ WmK ]
AOHE = Air-Oil Heat Exchanger M = Mach number
CFRP = Carbon-Fiber Reinforced Polymer IPS = Ice Protection System
cp = Specific heat capacity [ JkgK ] OAT = Outside Ambient Temperature [K]
d = Wall thickness [m] P = Power [W]
ECS = Environmental Control System ÛQ = Rate of heat transfer [W]
EHA = Electro-Hydrostatic Actuator Ûq = Heat flux [W/m2]
EMA = Electro-Mechanical Actuator R = Thermal resistance [K/W]
FAA = (US) Federal Aviation Administration T = Temperature [K]
FARs = (US) Federal Aviation Regulations t = Time [s]
FCS = Flight Control System UHBR = Ultra High Bypass Ratio (turbofan engine)
FOHE = Fuel-Oil Heat Exchanger ρ = Density [kg/m3]
GTF = Geared Turbofan V = Volume [m3]
h = Heat transfer coefficient [ Wm2K ]
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II. Introduction
The design of future civil transport aircraft must address the ambitious goals set by the Advisory Council for Aviation
Research and innovation in Europe (ACARE) in Flightpath 2050. These include a 75% reduction in CO2 emissions
and 90% reduction in Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) emissions [1]. Towards meeting this challenge, electrification (i.e. the
‘More-Electric Aircraft’) [2], as well as Geared Turbofan (GTF) with Ultra High Bypass Ratio (UHBR) engines [3] have
been suggested in the literature as some of the most promising intermediate solutions.
However, it is projected that these concepts will bring forth critical challenges regarding thermal management. For
GTF UHBR engines, there are several reasons for this, including diminishing heat sink capacity in the engine, lower
core compartment ventilation, and large quantities of waste heat expected from the large power gearbox [4–6]. For
more-electric aircraft, the thermal management challenges arise due to excess waste heat from electrical components,
such as power electronics [5], electrically powered actuators [7], and the generators required [8]. Adding to these
factors are the increased use of composite materials, which reduces the ability of the airframe to reject waste heat to the
atmosphere.
To enable the successful introduction of these technologies, the magnitude of this thermal management problem
has to be understood and innovative solutions will need to be devised. Producing such solutions would necessarily
have to involve aircraft-level investigation, as expanded utilization of existing, or the introduction of new, heat sinks in
the airframe would likely be needed. Considering the propulsion, airframe, and airframe systems together in such an
aircraft-level investigation might also lead to overall more efficient solutions.
Of particular importance would be to study the effects of additional heat loads on one of the principal heat sinks on
the aircraft – the fuel. Fuel tanks are large and efficient heat sinks, but closely coupled to safety considerations. They
therefore require a detailed thermal representation to complete an aircraft operational linked fleet level flammability
assessment (i.e. for both parts of the FAA FAR Part 25.981 [fuel tank explosion prevention] regulations [9]).
To address these considerations, an integrated dynamic simulation framework for investigating the overall thermal
behavior of civil transport aircraft was developed. ‘Integrated’ refers to the notion that the whole aircraft and its
major subsystems are to be simulated, along with the engines. This requires coupled aircraft and engine performance,
atmosphere, aircraft subsystems, and thermal models. ‘Dynamic’ refers to the need to simulate the time-varying
nature of the thermal behavior. The intended purpose of this framework is to enable investigating novel integrated
airframe-systems-propulsion thermal management approaches. The framework had to support dynamic simulation of
the following:
• Aircraft performance across different flight profiles and atmospheric cases.
• Propulsion performance and engine component thermal behavior.
• Airframe, especially wing, thermal behavior.
• Thermal behavior of the fuel.
• The operation of major airframe systems and their effects on the overall thermal behavior of the aircraft.
The framework is currently being produced by Cranfield University in partnership with Meggitt PLC. The work
forms part of a larger multidisciplinary effort, called the ‘UHBR Thermals’ Program. This Innovate UK and Meggitt
PLC funded research program aims to investigate engine and airframe heat exchange concepts for future UHBR geared
turbofan engines and to quantify their benefit at the system and aircraft level [10].
This paper is devoted to the development of this framework and its implementation into a software tool. The focus is
primarily on the wing and fuel thermal modeling, but descriptions are provided for all the models in the framework.
This introduction is followed in Section III by a discussion on the factors that need to be considered in modeling
aircraft thermal behavior. In Section IV, the framework is presented and its different constituent elements are introduced.
A detailed discussion of the wing and fuel thermal modeling is also presented in this section. Section V briefly covers
how the wing thermal model was validated, while Section VI contains some sample results for a case study aircraft.
Finally, the discussion is concluded in Section VII.
III. Thermal behavior in civil transport aircraft
In this section, the different factors, heat sources, and heat sinks that must be considered when attempting to simulate
aircraft thermal behavior are briefly introduced. In line with the scope of the paper, particular emphasis is placed on
wing and fuel thermal behavior.
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A. Outside environment
Commercial aircraft must be able to operate in outside air temperatures ranging from less than -40°C to more
than 50°C [11], as well as deal with solar radiation. The actual airframe skin temperature will be affected by ‘kinetic
heating’, which occurs because of friction between the skin and the air molecules. This temperature is known as the
recovery temperature. The leading edges on the aircraft will actually experience more heating and the associated higher
temperature is referred to as ‘ram air temperature’. The wide range of operating temperatures has important implications
for structural design, environmental control, airframe systems, fuel system safety, and many others.
B. Engine and engine component heat sources
Table 1 Typical main parasitic heat sources and heat
sinks in turbofan engines.
Heat sources Heat sinks
Power gearbox (in GTF
UHBR engines)
Fuel
Accessory gearbox Bypass duct air
Bearings Engine components
Electrical generators
Constant speed drive
Pumps
In gas turbine engines, heat is generated primarily by
the combustion of fuel and the compression of air [12].
However, there are also parasitic sources, such as friction,
oil churning, windage, or an oversized core [12]. The
sinks are mainly fuel and air (in the bypass duct) [12] and
heat is transported to them by the engine oil by means
of heat exchangers. These add mass and can contribute
to drag. Typical heat sinks and parasitic heat sources are
summarized in Table 1.
As alluded to in the introduction, in UHBR engines,
it is expected that severe additional challenges related to
thermal management will arise. There are several reasons
for this. First, the higher bypass ratios lead to larger
nacelle weight and cowl drag. This can be alleviated by moving some components that are installed in the nacelle
to the core of the engine – thus making the nacelle more slim and aerodynamically efficient. However, with such an
arrangement, there is less space overall for heat dissipating equipment. Secondly, the larger fan diameters of UHBR
engines lead to higher blade tip speeds, with the tips potentially reaching the speed of sound. This will deteriorate the
pressure rise capacity of the blade – negatively impacting fuel consumption. The fan blade tip speed can be reduced by
lowering low-pressure (LP) shaft speed. However, if the LP shaft speed is lowered, the turbine blades need to have
higher span to expand the air to the desired pressure. This would lead to a higher diameter of the turbine casing and
higher weight of the turbine section. Therefore, it is desired to have the fan run slower, but the turbine to run faster. This
is where a requirement for a power gearbox arises.
The geared technology allows the low pressure (LP) compressor to run at a higher rotational speed than the fan,
allowing for fewer stages to be used in both the LP turbine and the LP compressor. However, a substantial amount
of energy will be lost as heat in the gear mechanism. This thermal load must be managed by thermal management
systems (TMS), which transfer excess heat from the engine heat sources to engine fluids (the heat sinks). There are
implementation considerations that limit the capacity of the heat sinks to absorb the thermal loads from heat sources:
• The TMS size and weight is limited by the engine design and geometry.
• The allowable temperature range for fuel and oil must be maintained, as the engine oil may undergo coking and
fuel may undergo lacquering, gumming, or varnishing above certain temperature limits [13].
Another engine heat source that will become increasingly significant are the engine-driven electrical generators.
This is because of the growing electrification of aircraft, which would lead to considerably higher electrical demands
than current aircraft and subsequent higher heat loads.
C. Airframe heat sources
There are several significant heat sources on transport aircraft. The largest of these are the engines (as discussed in
the previous subsection), but the payload (passengers), environmental control system, and other airframe systems also
contribute large heat loads that have to be managed. These are briefly discussed in this section.
1. Crew and passengers
Human occupants produce a considerable amount of heat on board the aircraft, contributing both ‘sensible’ and
‘latent’ heat. Sensible heat refers to heat transferred between the human occupants and their colder surroundings by
means of convection, conduction, and radiation [11]. Latent heat refers to the heat released by condensation of water
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vapor from the breath of the occupants [11]. The role of producing a habitable and comfortable onboard environment
for the occupants, which, among others, involves managing cabin temperature, is assigned to the environmental control
system. This system is described next.
2. Environmental control system
In the context of thermal management, the environmental control system (ECS) can be considered to be a thermal
transport system (removing or providing heat from/to the cabin), but also as a heat source (through its constituent
components). The primary role of the ECS is to provide an acceptable environment for the human occupants and aircraft
systems. It must pressurize the cabin, distribute conditioned air around the cabin, and remove from the cabin excess heat
produced by the occupants, electrical equipment, galleys, and other systems [11].
Traditionally, to perform pressurization, compressed air is bled from the compressor stages of the engines. The bled
air is transported through ducts to air conditioning (A/C) packs (also referred to as ECS packs). The A/C packs can get
considerably hot and, because of their proximity to center fuel tanks (a commonly used configuration), can produce an
additional heat load in the fuel that must be accounted for.
In a more-electric systems architecture, the role of pressurization could be fulfilled by compressors driven by
electrical motors. In such an architecture, bleed air ducts are eliminated, reducing the thermal load on the surrounding
structure. However, the increase in electrical power required leads to larger generators, which produce additional waste
heat in the engine. Furthermore, the motors and power electronics that control them can also produce substantial
amounts of waste heat. These effects need to be accounted for when devising thermal management systems.
3. Other airframe systems
There are several other important heat sources on board the aircraft. Some of the more significant of these are
associated with the ice-protection system, electrical equipment, the hydraulic system and its components, and flight
control actuators.
The ice-protection system (IPS) removes and prevents a build-up of ice at specific locations on the airplane. For the
engine nacelles and wing leading edges, bleed air is traditionally used for this purpose. As with the ECS, the ducting
can cause additional thermal loads on the fuel tanks.
Electrical equipment can produce a substantial amount of heat and prolonged operations at high temperature
negatively affect their reliability. Waste heat produced by the electrical distribution system (which include power
distribution units and ‘power feeders’ [thick cables]) also needs to be considered. The task of cooling the electrical
equipment bays traditionally falls to the air distribution system of the ECS [11]. In more-electric aircraft, apart from the
extra heat load from potential larger generators, there could be considerably more heat-producing electrical equipment
scattered across the aircraft. In some cases, dedicated local liquid cooling systems are required to remove the waste heat
from these components.
Another source of heat is the hydraulic power system (HPS). As hydraulic fluid is pumped to maintain pressure,
it heats up and the heated fluid travels across the hydraulic network. Regarding hydraulic actuators for flight control
surfaces, doors, and so forth, traditional actuators do not produce a significant amount of waste heat [14]. This is
different with newer, more-electric actuators, such as Electro-Hydrostatic and Electro-Mechanical Actuators (EHAs and
EMAs). These can produce significant localized waste heat and, in some case, such as with the aileron EHAs on the
Airbus A380, a dedicated cooling system is required as part of their implementation [14].
D. Heat sinks
The primary heat sinks on commercial aircraft are the fuel and ambient air. Other intermediate heat sinks may exist,
but usually heat is eventually rejected to either the fuel or ambient air.
1. Ambient air
As a sink, ambient air could be exploited through the use of heat exchangers (air-to-air or air-to-liquid). These could
be embedded in the skin (i.e. skin heat exchangers), or ambient air could be sourced through ram air ducts. Examples
of heat exchangers using ambient air to cool aircraft and engine systems include air-oil heat exchangers (AOHEs) in
the engine bypass duct, air-air heat exchangers in the air-conditioning packs, and skin heat exchangers for cooling
electrical equipment bays. Using ram air as a coolant is associated with additional drag, which has to be considered
when designing and optimizing thermal management systems.
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Table 2 Summary of fuel tank thermal modeling approaches.
Approach Governing relationship References
Bulk 1-D steady state models
∑
Qloss +
∆T
R = 0 [19–21].
Bulk 1-D transient models ρCV dTdt =
∑
Qloss [21–26]
Finite volume 1-D transient models
(
ρCV dTdt
)
i
= (∑Qloss)i+1,i−1 [27]
3-D heat diffusion CFD model δδx,y,z
(
k δT
δ(x,y,z)
)
+ Ûq = ρc δTδt [28]
2. Fuel
Fuel is an important heat sink in civil aircraft and is used to cool several systems, such as engine components,
hydraulics, and electronics [11]. It is a reasonably effective sink, as its temperature can drop significantly during a flight.
This is because the fuel tanks are normally integral to the wing structure, with only the airframe skin separating the fuel
from the cold atmosphere. Rejecting heat to the fuel has the additional benefit of keeping it from freezing, which reduces
the risk of fuel system component icing failures. Disadvantages of using fuel as a heat sink, apart from the inherent
safety concerns, include that its quantity reduces during a flight and its temperature is higher early in the flight, both
diminishing its capacity to act as a sink. Both the mass of fuel available and its bulk temperature is therefore important.
Waste heat can be rejected to the fuel on its way to the engines (such as with fuel-oil engine heat exchangers (FOHEs)
that cool engine oil), or directly into the fuel tanks, by means of heat exchangers submerged in the fuel. The former
method provides some benefit regarding fuel consumption, because of the higher calorific value associated with the
heated fuel [15]. However, the fuel can only be heated up to a certain maximum allowable temperature. In some aircraft,
such as the Airbus A320, heated fuel is sometimes recirculated back to the fuel tank [16]. This provides for a higher
mass flow rate, which provides increased cooling capacity without increasing the temperature of the fuel feed beyond
acceptable limits. This leads to higher fuel temperatures in the tanks, which could be beneficial in cases where the fuel
is dangerously cold, but problematic when it is in/close to a flammable state.
Fuel flammability is a major concern in the design and operation of fuel tanks. Flammability is associated with the
risk of an explosion in the presence of an ignition source. The upper and lower fuel flammability limits can be calculated
as prescribed in the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) CS-25 requirements [17]. These calculations are based
on the flash point of the fuel, which is about 38 °C. At sea level, the lower flammability limit is the flash point minus
5.5 °C. It decreases by 0.55 °C for every 808 ft of altitude gained. The upper flammability limit is the flash point plus
19.5 °C at sea level and decreases by 0.55 °C for every 512 ft of altitude gained. When the fuel temperature is between
these limits, the fuel is flammable if the oxygen concentration in the ullage is higher than 12% between sea-level and 10
000 ft, or above the linear increase of this value up to 14.5 % at 40 000 ft. Although fuel is allowed to be within the
flammable range, the total time the fuel tanks of a fleet of the aircraft under consideration is flammable must be limited.
Modeling the thermal behavior of the fuel tank, along with the surrounding atmosphere and system heat sources
across whole missions is therefore of prime importance in any aircraft level thermal behavior investigation. The
discussion that follows is duly devoted to the literature on fuel tank thermal modeling.
A summary of approaches is provided in Table 2. In equilibrium and transient 1-D models, a fuel tank is divided into
individual tank units, with each containing a number of temperature nodes at the boundaries [18–20]. The equilibrium
assumption states that upper and lower wall nodes have the same temperature as the external atmosphere. With these
boundary conditions, the ullage and fuel nodes of each tank unit can be calculated iteratively using one-dimensional heat
transfer equations for conduction or convection. This approach has also been adapted to a transient case by eliminating
the assumption of equilibrium temperature at the walls [21]. In this case, additional unknown nodes for the walls are
introduced and the atmospheric nodes become the boundary conditions.
Tank walls may also be treated with additional nodes and subsequently solved for by means of a finite volume
approach. This allows the external skin effects for both convective and radiative effects to be captured in combination
with skins having different material properties for the heat conduction calculations [22, 23].
In other work, a more detailed tank discretization was proposed, resulting in a discrete finite element energy approach
[27]. The fuel tank is considered as a trapezoidal volume to simplify the ullage and fuel surface area estimation under
different fill states. The main difference between equilibrium and transient models is the discretization of the fuel
volume into further volume elements in the span direction. It is therefore possible to obtain a temperature distribution
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per element, rather than per tank volume. The tank walls are also treated in a finite element fashion, by discretizing
them along the wingspan and wall thickness direction. The wing span direction discretization matches the fuel finite
elements. Elements are then solved for conduction through the layers with the boundary conditions of the ambient at the
last element. For each element, the 1-D transient heat equations are then solved using information from adjacent fuel
and structure volume elements.
Detailed fluid dynamics simulations of a wing fuel tank, including a leading-edge bleed air duct have been conducted
using a commercial CFD package [28]. The main benefit of taking this approach is the fact that detailed 3D heat
maps of the fluid and the structure may be obtained. In addition, more complex phenomena, such as condensation
and vaporization may be included. Generating results is however costly in terms of computational time and hence not
suitable to be integrated in preliminary and whole-aircraft simulation environments. Other authors have adopted a
hybrid approach by using detailed CFD to establish heat transfer coefficients at specific flow conditions, and then using
those values during 1-D transient simulation runs of fuel tanks and fuel system components [24].
For the purpose of the work described in this paper, what was required was a computationally inexpensive wing/fuel
tank thermal modeling method with which comparative studies could be performed. It was also required that the thermal
effects of different surrounding system components on the fuel temperature be captured (a further extension of previous
work by the authors – see [29]). In light of these requirements, the most suitable approach was deemed to adopt a
1-D modeling approach, similar to those described in the aforementioned literature, but to extend it to easily include
compartments and equipment surrounding the fuel tanks. Another aspect that was needed for the current work was to
develop a methodology with which thermal behavior models could swiftly be generated for substantially different wing
and fuel tank layouts, without affecting the simulation structure itself. Addressing these aspects would render such
a wing thermal modeling significantly comprehensive and flexible, in that many different aircraft configurations and
systems could swiftly and easily be incorporated in the simulation framework.
E. Previous integrated dynamic modeling and simulation approaches
The need for integrated dynamic simulation of the thermal behavior of aircraft, which takes into account all the
factors mentioned in the previous sections, has been recognized for some time in the academic and industrial community.
Several approaches exist, mainly focusing on military applications. For example, McCarthy et al. [22] proposed a tool
for analyzing thermal management systems for more-electric aircraft and employs this tool to demonstrate thermal
management for a supersonic military aircraft with one fuel tank. Dooley, Lui, and Newman [30] presented results for
novel integrated propulsion, power, and thermal management concepts on fighter aircraft. Wolff [31] introduced detailed
models for an ‘engine/vehicle’ thermal management system, and demonstrated these on military aircraft during a specific
maneuver, as well as on a case study where the effects of different power thermal management system architectures
(which cools avionics and the cockpit) on fuel burn was determined. Another example is by Roberts and Decker [32],
who presented an integrated control architecture study for a thermal management in a long-range strike fighter.
These approaches should, with some additional effort, be adaptable to any type of aircraft. However, there is a
specific need for a dedicated framework that contains models for ultra high bypass turbofan engines, multiple connected
fuel tanks, the comparatively large ECS, the effects on fuel temperature of system components surrounding the fuel
tanks, and the overall impact of different architectures on fuel consumption and safety, across whole flights in different
atmospheric conditions. As alluded to, such a framework is required to estimate the magnitude of thermal problems on
future airliners with UHBR engines, as well as to test novel solutions to manage these problems. The framework was
also required to be easily extendable to electrified propulsion aircraft, which further underpinned the need for flexible
thermal models and the catering for the inclusion of subsystems, as described earlier. It was therefore decided to develop
a bespoke framework with these capabilities for civil transport aircraft from the outset.
IV. Proposed simulation framework
This section is devoted to describing the main elements of the proposed simulation framework. It was deemed that
the most appropriate development platform would be MATLAB® Simulink®, as this environment is highly suited to
dynamic simulation of engineering systems. As will be discussed for the different simulation blocks, the framework was
intended to be generic, such that different alternative systems architectures, thermal management approaches, and flight
profiles (here termed ‘missions’) could easily be implemented.
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Fig. 1 Top-level Simulink block diagram of the simulation tool.
A. Overview
The top-level Simulink block diagram of the simulation tool is provided in Fig. 1. As can be seen, there are five
top-level blocks – the ‘Mission Control’, ‘Atmosphere Model’, ‘Aircraft Performance’, ‘Airframe’, and ‘Engine’ blocks.
The user can select a mission profile by inserting a mission number in the ‘Mission Switch’ constant block. The mission
block determines when to switch between mission profile segments (e.g. climb, cruise, etc.) and outputs mission
segment-specific parameters. A mission could also be defined in this block as a simple lookup table of altitudes and
Mach numbers. Atmospheric conditions (temperature, pressure, density, etc.) are calculated in the Atmosphere Model
block. The mission segment, atmospheric, and engine output information is then used in the Aircraft Performance block
to update flight conditions (climb/descent rates, speed and altitude) and to calculate the thrust required from the engines.
The Airframe block contains models of the airframe and main aircraft systems (but not engine systems). This block
calculates secondary engine power offtakes required by the airframe systems, as well as the thermal behavior of the
airframe (specifically the wing) and airframe systems. The engine block houses the engine performance and engine
thermal management models.
To populate theMATLABworkspace with the required simulation parameters andmodel information, an initialization
script is executed upon opening the Simulink model. The following information is loaded:
• The user-selected simulation time step. The simulation is set up to use a fixed time-step Euler (ode1) solver. Note
that the blocks can be run at different simulation time steps, which allows for more efficient simulation.
• Aircraft geometry and mass, along with payload and fuel information.
• The atmospheric case (either ‘standard’, ‘hot’, or ‘cold’ day).
• The mission segment parameters (such as start/end altitude, Mach number, and so forth).
• Airframe systems information, such as cabin geometry (for the environmental control system), along with hydraulic,
pneumatic, and electrical system parameters.
• Wing and fuel tank geometry data (used for wing thermal behavior simulation).
• Fuel and ullage initial temperatures.
• Aircraft aerodynamics data and performance tables, such as maximum climb rate, maximum climb angle, minimum
drag speed, and so forth.
The different simulation blocks are covered in more detail in the subsections that follow.
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Fig. 2 Simulink diagram of the Engine block.
B. Mission, Atmosphere, and Aircraft Performance
Inside the Mission Control block, at each time step, the altitude and cruise distance flown are fed into a selected
‘Mission profile’ block (as determined by the mission switch). This information is used by the selected profile block to
determine in which mission segment (climb, cruise, descent, etc.) the aircraft is currently in and when to switch to the
next segment. The output of the block are the mission segment parameters required by the other simulation blocks. These
include Mach number, climb/descent rate, and so forth, as well as a unique segment id number – a number that is used
by the other blocks to determine which segment-specific processes should be executed. The mission segment blocks are
stored in a library and the user can easily assemble a variety of different mission profiles by arranging/adding/removing
the blocks and by changing the governing mission parameters as desired. A simpler mission profile option, in which the
user can simply complete a table with altitudes and Mach numbers describing a flight profile, is also available.
The ‘Atmosphere Model’ uses the altitude value at each time step to determine the current atmospheric pressure,
temperature, density, viscosity, and speed of sound. The model is based on the Military Handbook MIL-HNDB-310
[33] and enables the user to select either a standard (STD), hot (HOT), or cold (CLD) day.
The aircraft performance block solves a 2-D lift and drag force balance for the selected mission profile and
user-defined aircraft mass and drag polar data sets. These three main inputs describe the top-level characteristics of the
aircraft under study. The outputs encompass a number of aircraft performance variables which are fed to the other
blocks. These include flight states (altitude, flight velocities, and Mach number, as well as the total and cruise distance
flown), aircraft gross mass (updated by using the mass flow rate of fuel burned by the engine and the simulation time
step), and thrust required of the engines.
C. Engine
The engine model includes an engine performance model and an engine thermal management model (Fig. 2). The
performance model was created using Cranfield University’s Turbomatch gas turbine modeling software [34]. Any
appropriate engine could be inserted here, and it is endeavored to simulate more types of engines in the near future.
The performance model takes as input the current altitude and Mach number; thrust required (as calculated by the
aircraft performance block), the temperature of the fuel delivered (which comes from the engine thermal management
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Table 3 Engine performance output parameters.
Parameter Purpose
Thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC) To be used, along with the mass of accumulated fuel burned over a
mission, as a key performance indicator to evaluate different thermal
management architectures.
Fuel mass flow rate Used in the aircraft performance block to update the fuel and aircraft
gross mass.
Low-pressure shaft rotational speed Used in the engine thermal model to calculate heat losses.
High-pressure shaft rotational speed Used in the engine thermal model to calculate heat losses.
Power extracted by power gearbox Used in the engine thermal model to calculate heat losses.
Power extracted by accessory gearbox Used in the engine thermal model to calculate heat losses.
Bypass duct air pressure Used in the engine thermal model for pressure of the cold-side fluid of
bypass duct heat exchangers.
Bypass duct air temperature Used in the engine thermal model for temperature of the cold-side
fluid of bypass duct heat exchangers.
system), the required mechanical, electrical, and bleed offtakes (calculated by the airframe systems block – see Section
IV.D); and the atmospheric temperature, pressure, and density, as calculated by the atmospheric block. Another
important input is ‘dP_Bypass’, which feeds data accounting for possible pressure drops in the air in the bypass duct.
Such pressure drops could arise because of thermal management equipment, such as heat exchangers, which use the air
as a cooling fluid. These pressure drops essentially produce cooling drag. Likewise, there is also an input accounting
for the increase in temperature in the bypass duct (T_Bypass) originating from, for example, heated air exiting a heat
exchanger. Several outputs are produced, as listed in Table 3.
The combined engine thermal management system (Engine TMS) and airframe thermal management blocks
(presented in the next subsection) are intended to house novel thermal management architectures for investigation. The
purpose of the engine thermal management block is to compute the heat loads produced by the engine components and
simulate the transport of this heat to the aircraft heat sinks. It therefore interfaces with both the engine and airframe.
The engine TMS implementation currently in the tool (Figure 3) is an example based on the engine thermal
management architecture presented in [35]. In this implementation, heat from the power gearbox, the generators,
accessory gearbox, and the bearings is rejected to the engine oil, which, in turn, rejects the heat to the bypass duct air and
fuel feed, by means of air-oil and fuel-oil heat exchangers (AOHE and FOHE), respectively. Some of the heated fuel can
be recirculated back to the fuel tank, as shown in Fig. 2. The Airbus A320 family makes use of such a fuel recirculation
system [16]. As part of the TMS modeling, several physics-based and empirical thermal models were developed to
account for different heat loss mechanisms in the engine. For the gearboxes, these included models for load-dependent
heat losses (bearing friction and gear mesh losses) and load-independent losses, such as bearing churning, gear windage,
and oil seal losses. For the shaft bearings, heat losses were modeled with semi-empirical methods. The waste heat
produced by the engine electrical generators was modeled by summing the losses due to eddy currents, hysteresis,
and windage. Thermal loads generated by accessory components, such as the pumps and constant speed drives, were
calculated using their input power and mechanical efficiencies.
D. Airframe
As with the Engine block, the Airframe block constitutes separate performance and thermal behavior blocks (see
Fig. 4). A different subsection is devoted to each below.
1. Systems Performance
This block contains empirical and physics-based models for the environmental control system (ECS), ice protection
system (IPS), hydraulic power system (HPS), electrical power system (EPS), and flight control system (FCS). For each
of these, there is the option to switch between a conventional and more-electric architecture.
The block takes as input atmospheric data, flight condition parameters (altitude and Mach number), the flight phase
in which the aircraft is currently in (i.e. take-off, cruise, etc.), as well as detailed aircraft-related information, such as
geometry, materials, payload, and so forth. The outputs are the bleed air and mechanical and electrical power offtakes
required from the engine.
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Fig. 3 Schematic of the baseline engine thermal management system employed in the framework (based on
Ref. [35]). FOHE – Fuel-oil heat exchanger; AOHE – Air-oil heat exchanger.
Fig. 4 Simulink diagram of the airframe block.
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2. Airframe (wing) thermal model
In this block, the thermal behavior of the airframe is simulated, along with any active temperature control systems
that may be required. This block is the second block (along with the Engine TMS block) that is dedicated to house new
thermal management architectures. At the current state of development, it only contains a wing thermal model (the
focus of the current paper). An earlier version of this model was discussed in previous work by the authors (see Ref.
[29]) but is elaborated upon here.
At each time step, the block takes as input the current mass of fuel left in the tanks, atmospheric conditions, Mach
number and true airspeed, mass flow rate and temperature of recirculated fuel, and the heat loads from systems in close
proximity to the fuel tanks, including actuators, hydraulic lines, bleed air, air conditioning packs, and so forth. The
output includes the bulk fuel and ullage temperatures, along with the temperatures at the tank walls. The bulk fuel
temperature from the appropriate tank (selected based on the aircraft fuel burn sequence), is provided as input to the
engine thermal management system.
The wing thermal model consists of an assembly of ‘thermal compartments.’ A thermal compartment is defined
here as a volume enclosed by solid walls. It could have multiple internal fluids, for example, fuel, ullage, and air. Fluid
can enter and exit the compartment at user-specified mass flow rates. The compartments are treated as control volumes
to determine the heat transfer into and out of them, while accounting for any possible heat generated inside. Each of the
walls surrounding a compartment has an interior and exterior temperature node, whereas the internal fluids each have a
single bulk temperature node.
To create the complete wing thermal model, a computational procedure was established to assemble multiple thermal
compartments to create a network of temperature nodes. The output of this procedure (the geometry and node input to
the simulation) is simply a set of vectors that contains the areas, thicknesses, and material types of the walls, the bulk
velocities and properties of the internal fluids, and initial conditions for the temperature nodes (specified by the user, e.g.
refuel temperature for fuel, or current prevailing atmospheric temperature). Another output vector contains information
about how the compartments relate to each other in three-dimensional space, as, for example, the internal wall of one
compartment could be the external wall of another. There is also a ‘boundary condition vector,’ which dictates the
boundary condition temperatures of the external walls of the outer compartments of the wing model. These are either
set to a specified temperature, or to the ram or recovery air temperatures.
Waste heat produced by internal system components, such as pipes, pumps, heat exchangers, or assemblies, such as
actuators and the air-conditioning packs can also be accounted for using this approach. This can be done by providing
the waste heat values in another vector, or by specifying the surface temperatures on the components, in which case
some geometrical and heat transfer mechanism information has to be provided, from which the rate of heat transfer from
the component can subsequently be calculated.
An example thermal network for the wing of an Airbus A320 is presented in Fig. 5, which shows a simplified
sectioned side view of the wing, as well as the top view of the wing and center fuselage. As can be seen, the slats,
fixed leading-edge, fuel tanks, fixed trailing-edge, and flaps are all treated as thermal compartments. This does not
necessarily have to be the case and the thermal model could, for example, be reduced to only the fuel tank, in which case
the exterior nodes of the tank walls will be the boundary condition nodes.
This thermal compartment assembly approach is highly flexible, as it enables the user to swiftly and easily set up
thermal models for many different aircraft. Not only can it be used to model fuel tanks, but also surrounding volumes,
such as the ECS and hydraulic compartments, wheel bays, and the leading and trailing edges, which contain actuators,
bleed ducts, and so forth. In addition, the use of the vectors containing the geometry and heat transfer information does
away with the need to change any code performing the actual thermal simulation across different aircraft.
To perform the thermal simulation, the one-dimensional heat transfer calculation procedure described in [36] is
followed, where the heat flow at each node is equated with the change in its total heat capacity (i.e. a heat balance is
applied to solve the node network). Applying this for all the unknown node temperatures leads to a set of temperature-time
differential equations, which can be solved numerically.
The convection heat transfer coefficients are calculated at every time step for heat transfer between the fluids and
structural nodes. Between a structural wall, i, and the fluid in contact with it, the heat transfer rate can be calculated as
follows:
ÛQconv,i = hAi∆T (1)
In this equation, ∆T = Ti − Tb is the temperature difference between the surface node of the structural wall i and
the bulk node of the fluid in contact with it. Ai is the surface area of the wall, and h is the convection heat transfer
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Fig. 5 Wing thermal node network. This example is based on the A320 wing and fuel tank arrangement, with
simplified geometry. Adapted from Ref. [29].
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coefficient, which is calculated with the methods presented in Çengel [37]. The convention is that Qconv,i is positive if
the heat flows from the wall to the fluid.
Conduction through wall i is calculated as follows:
ÛQcond,i = kAidi ∆T (2)
Here, ∆T = Tint − Text is the difference in temperature between the interior and exterior nodes of the wall, k is the
wall material thermal conductivity, and di is the wall thickness. ÛQcond,i is positive if the heat is transferred from the
interior to the exterior of the wall.
Employing the Euler method, the temperature of the bulk fluid is updated as follows:
Tb,n − Tb,n−1 =
ÛQ f l +∑ ÛQconv,i +∑ ÛQgen
cp,bρbVb
∆tsim (3)
Tb,n and Tb,n−1 are the temperatures at the current and previous time steps; ÛQ f l is the heat transfer rate between the
fluid and another fluid which may be in contact with it (e.g. fuel in contact with ullage). The sum in the second term of
the numerator represents the convection heat transfer at all the thermal compartment boundaries which border the fluid.
The second sum accounts for the addition of all heat generating sources inside the fluid. The variables cp,b , ρb , and Vb
are the bulk fluid specific heat, density, and volume, respectively. The simulation time step duration is user-defined and
represented by ∆tsim. Similarly, the temperature of the surface nodes of wall i is updated as follows:
Ti,n − Ti,n−1 = 2∆tsim−
∑ ÛQconv,i + ÛQcond,i
cp,iρiVi
(4)
Here, ÛQconv,i are the convection heat transfer rates between the wall and the different fluids in contact with it. Cp,i ,
ρi , and Vi are the material specific heat, material density, and volume occupied by the wall, respectively. Note that the
sign in front of ÛQcond,i depends on whether the node is for the internal or external surface.
For the fuel tanks, the fuel levels are updated by subtracting the mass of fuel burned during the time step. The
temperature of the engine fuel feed is then set equal to the bulk temperature of the fuel in the currently used tank. The
current tank selected is based on the fuel burn sequence of the given aircraft.
V. Wing thermal model validation
The wing thermal model was validated by comparing the results it produced with publicly available data. The
aircraft selected for this purpose was the Airbus A310, for which data for fuel temperatures were found in Ref. [38].
The A310 was duly modeled and implemented in the Simulink tool embodying the framework. Initial results showed
that the model produced similar trends to that of the published data, but that heat transfer took place at a lower rate
during the initial climb and late descent and for the outer tank in general. This was attributed to assumptions regarding
the fuel velocity in the tanks – a difficult parameter to establish, as little relevant data is publicly available. The model
therefore had to be calibrated by manually increasing the heat transfer coefficients calculated, by multiplying them with
‘calibration’ factors. Only the outer tank was calibrated and its calibration factor was set to 1.5. This produced the
results shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen, the temperature error is less that 2.5 K across the whole flight, except at the
beginning and final minutes of the flight. The reason for the discrepancy could be significant sloshing in the tanks
during these phases of the flight, which would promote heat transfer more than what was modeled for. However, given
the relatively simple thermal models, these results show reasonable agreement with the published data and, for the
purpose of performing ordinal comparative studies, it was deemed that the wing thermal model sufficed.
VI. Case study: single-aisle transport with geared UHBR turbofan engines
To demonstrate some of the capabilities of the framework, a short case study is presented in this section. This
study involved using the framework to simulate the thermal behavior of a single-aisle medium-range aircraft with GTF
UHBR engines. The goal was to determine the temperature of the fuel and ullage in the fuel tanks across a complete
flight in different atmospheric conditions (standard, hot and cold days) and for different airframe materials (metallic vs.
composite). Another goal was to present results for some of the main parameters that would be needed as input for
thermal management system design for GTF UHBR engines. These are the power consumed by the power and accessory
gearboxes and the heat sink temperatures in the engine, namely those of the bypass duct air and fuel feed temperature.
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Fig. 6 Validation of wing thermal model fuel tank temperatures (test data is from Airbus [38]).
A. Simulation setup
Table 4 Mission profile setup parameters.
Parameter Value
Cruise altitude 10 000 m
Cruise Mach no. 0.78
Cruise Distance 2 900 km
Take-off weight 73 500 kg
Payload 14 250 kg (about 150 passengers)
Fuel mass 15 000 kg
An airframe model was created that closely reflects
the geometric and aerodynamic properties of the Airbus
A320. The engine model devised in the Turbomatch
software is representative of a high bypass ratio (15:1)
turbofan with 25,000 lb of thrust and incorporates a power
gearbox to lower the fan rotational speed. The mission
block in the Simulink tool was set up to create a mission
profile representative of the design mission of the Airbus
A320. The main mission parameters are provided in Table
4. Time is also spent before the beginning and after the
end of the flight where the aircraft is on the ground. The
initial values for the fuel and ullage temperatures were set equal to a ‘refuel’ value of 22.95 °C. All other nodes were set
to the prevailing ground ambient air temperature.
B. Results
The flight conditions and aircraft performance results are shown in Figure 7. Note that, because the cruise distance
and Mach number are the same but the speed of sound differs for the standard, hot, and cold days, the flights on each of
these days have a different duration.
1. Fuel and ullage temperature histories for different atmospheric conditions
The mass of fuel available in the tanks are shown in Figure 8. The center tank is almost empty at the start of the
flight, and the fuel feed switches to the inboard tanks just before 30 minutes into the flight. Fuel from the outboard tanks
is not used. The differences in fuel burn rate across the standard, hot and cold days are attributed to the differences in
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Fig. 7 Flight conditions and aircraft performance during simulated mission.
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Fig. 8 Fuel available in tanks. Note: there are two inboard and two outboard tanks (because of the symmetry of
the wings) and the values shown should therefore be multiplied by two to obtain the total onboard fuel available
from these tanks.
engine efficiency across these different conditions.
Fuel and ullage temperatures across the flight on standard, hot and cold days are shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen, on
the standard day, the fuel temperature in all the tanks remains well above the freezing points of both Jet A and Jet A1
fuel. However, the fuel in the center tank is in the flammable temperature range for a substantial amount of time (from
climb to about halfway into the cruise). This is why center tanks are often inerted. As expected, the temperatures all
approach the recovery temperature of the atmospheric air.
On the ‘hot’ day, the center tank is actually above the upper flammability limit for most of the flight, while the
inboard and outboard tanks are flammable throughout almost the whole flight. This is an extreme atmospheric case
(occurring only about 1% of the time), but a full flammability exposure analysis would have to be conducted and
flammability reduction means may be needed. On the cold day, the tanks are safely outside the flammability limits,
but the inboard and outboard fuel temperatures drop well below the freezing points of jet fuels. This would be an
unacceptable condition and fuel heating would be required. One way in which this can be performed is by recirculating
hot fuel from the engine cooling system back into the tanks.
2. Fuel temperatures for different airframe materials
Fig. 10 shows the results for fuel temperatures when the airframe is constructed from Aluminum alloys compared
with composite carbon-fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) materials. As can be observed, the fuel temperature decreases
faster with Aluminum alloys, because of the higher thermal conductivity. However, this is not true for the enclosed
center tank, because convection with the atmosphere and subsequent conduction through the tank walls do not dominate
as they do in the inboard and outboard tanks. Rather, the effect that does dominate relates to the lower specific heat of
CFRP, combined with the low mass (and hence lower thermal inertia) of the fuel in the center tank. Because of the
lower specific heat, the temperatures of the CFRP walls drop faster than with Aluminum and, because of the lower
thermal inertia of the fuel in the center tank, the fuel loses heat faster and its temperature approaches that of the tank wall
temperatures. Note that the use of CFRP renders the inboard tank flammable for slightly longer than when Aluminum
alloys are used.
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Fig. 9 Bulk fluid temperatures in the fuel tanks.
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Fig. 10 Bulk fuel temperature comparison for Aluminum alloy and CFRP airframe materials (standard day).
3. Engine heat sink temperatures
The results for the heat sink temperatures in the engine are presented in Fig. 11. The ‘kinks’ in the fuel temperatures
are caused by the switch from the center tank to the inboard tank, which takes place when the former empties. As can be
seen, there is a large variation in the sink temperatures across different atmospheric conditions. The higher temperatures
associated with the hot conditions means that less cooling would be available, unless the mass flow rates could be
increased. For bypass air, this would entail higher drag because of the increased momentum loss of the air in the bypass
duct. For the fuel, if the mass flow rate would exceed that required by the engine, it will have to be recirculated back to
the fuel tanks, which would increase the temperature of the fuel even further. For more electric aircraft and aircraft
with UHBR engines, this might present serious problems, as the waste heat produced could exceed that which can be
efficiently, or even safely, be removed. This underpins the need for novel, innovative thermal management systems.
4. Engine gearbox input power
Figure 12 shows the power taken by the accessory gearbox (which results from power required by airframe systems),
as well as that of the power gearbox (which drives the fan). As can be seen, the power input to the power gearbox is
exceedingly large and, even with highly efficient gearboxes, the waste heat generated will be considerable.
5. Effects of thermal systems on fuel consumption
A final study is presented here to demonstrate the capability of the framework to cater for studies of the effects
of thermal management system (TMS) components on the aircraft fuel consumption. The results from this study are
shown in Figure 13. Three cases are shown: the data shown in black is for a hypothetical case in which there is no
fuel-oil or air-oil heat exchangers (FOHEs or AOHEs), and it is assumed that heat from the engine is removed by some
other means. The data in red is for the full TMS introduced in Section IV.C, i.e. with the effects of the FOHE on the
fuel temperature and pressure drop and temperature rise in the bypass duct caused by the AOHE accounted for. The
blue data represents another hypothetical case, in which the AOHE is eliminated and it is assumed that the heat that was
supposed to be removed by it is removed in some other manner with negligible effect on fuel burn. As can be seen,
using the FOHE markedly improves fuel consumption. This is because, as the fuel passes through the fuel-oil heat
exchanger (FOHE), its temperature rises, which increases its caloric value and it subsequently combusts more efficiently.
It can also be seen that the configuration without the air-oil heat exchanger (AOHE) is more efficient, as the momentum
drag the AOHE causes is eliminated. To realize this configuration, an alternative technique would need to be found that
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Fig. 11 Engine heat sink temperatures.
Fig. 12 Engine gearbox input power.
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Fig. 13 Percentage savings in TSFC for different TMS configurations (STD day).
would allow the AOHE to be eliminated without inducing other performance penalties. The percentage savings, with
respect to the no-FOHE/no-AOHE case, of the full FOHE and AOHE configuration and FOHE-only cases are shown in
the right-hand plot of Figure 13. It can be seen that the differences in TSFC in these results are small, but not negligible,
and can amount to a substantial amount of savings in fuel burn over time.
VII. Conclusion
In this paper, a framework for integrated dynamic thermal simulation of future civil transport aircraft was presented.
This framework enables coupled airframe-engine thermal and performance analyses to be performed and was specifically
developed to model and simulate novel thermal management solutions for future civil aircraft. The integrated nature
enables analyzing the impact of different thermal architectures on overall aircraft performance, by appropriately
combining models for airframe and systems thermal behavior, as well as aircraft and propulsion characteristics.
The focus in this paper was primarily on the wing thermal model and the results that it provides for the thermal
behavior of fuel when considering different factors. This is because of the importance of fuel as a heat sink and the
significance of its thermal behavior when considering safety. A simple wing-thermal modeling approach was introduced,
which involves a procedure for assembling a number of generic ‘thermal compartments’. These can be used to model
fuel tanks, but also surrounding volumes, such as the ECS and hydraulic compartments, wheel bays, and the fixed
leading and trailing edges, which contain actuators, bleed ducts, and so forth. The approach is highly flexible, as
it enables the user to easily insert wing thermal models for different aircraft without having to change the thermal
simulation code itself. The wing thermal model was validated with published data for the Airbus A310.
The framework was demonstrated by means of a simple case study involving a single-aisle passenger airplane with
ultra high high bypass ratio geared turbofan engines. Fuel temperature results were provided for different atmospheric
conditions and airframe materials, which showed the substantial variation in temperatures that could be expected and the
resulting divergent implications regarding flammability and freezing. Results were also provided for input parameters to
the engine thermal management system that will be required. These are the engine heat sink (bypass duct and fuel feed)
temperatures and the power input to the accessory and power gearboxes.
Future work will involve further validation of the framework, testing it on more aircraft, and employing it to
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devise novel thermal management architectures. It is also intended to add more capability, especially by introducing
performance and thermal models for other future propulsion and airframe concepts.
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